
BACKGROUND

Based in Southend and founded in 2011 with just six employees, 
telemarketing and sales company, The Direct Travel Team now 

everything from holiday promotions to property and even politics. 

From launch, The Direct Travel Team’s business has always been 
100% telephone-based but in its earliest days, it operated in a manual 

only spend around 15 minutes per hour on the phone. The Direct 
Travel Team knew that it needed to address this situation, and it 
consequently started to look for a solution that would allow it to 
increase talk time while driving down costs. They arrived at the 
award winning outbound predictive dialler solution from Enghouse 
Interactive.

penetration shot up from 50% to 80% and talk time per hour increased 
by a massive 200%.
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Outbound Predictive Dialler

BENEFITS

• List penetration increased 
from 50 - 80 percent

• Agent talk time per hour rose 
by 200 percent 

• Helped reduce costs and 
improve productivity and 

centre

• Flexible reporting capabilities 
help aid business decisions

• Agent morale has improved 
through enhanced 
productivity & increased 
commissions

CASE STUDY:
  THE DIRECT TRAVEL TEAM 

The Direct Travel Team boost revenue per 

drive down costs with the Enghouse Interactive 
Outbound Predictive Dialler.

“Implementing the Enghouse Interactive Outbound 
Predictive Dialler has helped us to reduce costs and 

centre”.

Jazz Singh, Managing Director

THE DIRECT TRAVEL TEAM



According to Director Travel Team’s Managing Director, Jazz Singh “Implementing the Enghouse Interactive Outbound 
Predictive Dialler has helped us to reduce costs and improve productivity and efficiency within the call centre. It is a 
really good fit for our business, easy for agents to use and provides our supervisors and managers with the ability to 
customise and update the system to meet campaign objectives. The flexible reporting capability  within the solution 
also provides us with timely and accurate information to aid business decisions”.

WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS

projects, in some cases from 15 minutes per hour up to as much as 45 minutes per hour. Most of this can be 
attributed to the rich functionality of the dialler, and in particular, features like answer machine and busy tone 

automated dialling using the Enghouse Interactive solution enables The Direct Travel Team to contact many 
more leads in the same period of time. 

Service and support provided by Enghouse has also been excellent throughout and any issues have been 
quickly resolved. “The Enghouse team have an excellent, in-depth understanding of the solution, its features and 
functions and what it can achieve,” says Singh. “But they don’t just react rapidly when issues need addressing, 
they are also quick to come up with innovative advice and consultancy around how we can optimise the use of 
the technology”.

Direct Travel Team has also received positive feedback on the new solution from agents. The enhanced 

enabled some agents to as much as triple their commission.

“Agents have become far more productive for the business but they are also seeing the results of that enhanced 

Agents also appreciate that the Outbound Predictive Dialler is intuitive to use and easy to operate. The Direct 
Travel Team has found that it generally takes about 48 hours for an agent who has never used the system 

the Outbound Dialler was implemented, all information about call-back times, for example, had to be manually 

“The ability to connect with and interact with the data generated by the solution 

results in the campaigns we carry out”.

“Agents have become far more productive for the business but they are also 
seeing the results of that enhanced productivity in their own pay packets and 



BLUEPRINT FOR BEST PRACTICE

Direct Travel Team see the potential of using the Enghouse Interactive Outbound Predictive Dialler solution 
as a blueprint for best practice both today and in the future. That is likely to prove especially valuable now, 

telephone sales industry. Outbound Predictive Dialler can help to achieve this goal for The Direct Travel Team 
by helping them restrict the number of phone calls agents make to a particular data set in the course of a week 
for example, or by having a footprint both of how many times they speak to individuals and when they speak to 
them. 

Singh. “We believe the Enghouse Interactive Outbound Predictive Dialler solution can be the foundation for an 

ensure compliance. The fact that the Outbound Predictive Dialler also incorporates a call recording capability 
will also help in this regard. 

“For a company like ourselves whose business is based on outbound telephone calls, it is absolutely critical to 
be able to put systems in place that can support the operations side of the organisation. Outbound Predictive 

achieved from the work we have done together so far.

Enghouse Interactive (www.enghouseinteractive.es/en) delivers technology and expertise to maximize the value of 
every customer interaction. The company develops a comprehensive portfolio of customer interaction management 
solutions. Core technologies include contact center, attendant console, predictive outbound dialer, knowledge 
management, IVR and call recording solutions that support any telephony environment, on premise or in the cloud. 
Enghouse Interactive has thousands of customers worldwide, supported by a global network of partners and more 
than 800 dedicated staff across the company’s international operations.

Enghouse Interactive is a subsidiary of Enghouse Systems Limited, a software and services company traded on the 
Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) under the symbol “ENGH.” Founded in 1984, Enghouse Systems is a consistently 
profitable company, which has grown both organically and through the acquisition of well-regarded specialists 
including AndTek, Arc, CosmoCom, Datapulse, IAT, IT Sonix, Survox, Enghouse Interactive, Reitek, Safeharbor, 
Syntellect, Telrex, Trio, Voxtron and Zeacom. Learn more at www.enghouseinteractive.es/en
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